Past simple passive

Exercise 4. Write the correct option next to each sentence. ______________

Spanish taught | was taught in this language school. ............................................

Picasso’s painting and drawing was sold | were sold in the auction. ............................................

The band's best songs were played | played at the concert. .............................................

I was sent an email. | An email was sent to me. ............................................

This photo was taken by | with my smartphone. .............................................

The sculptures were stolen | were stealed yesterday. .............................................

The dinner cooked | was cooked too late. ............................................

The chance was given to me | I was given the chance by my friend. .............................................

Some information were translated | was translated into French. .............................................

Pyramids built | were built by Egyptian pharaohs. .............................................

Jeans was invented | were invented in the 19th century. .............................................

This huge machine was transported by | with plane. .............................................
Answer key

Exercise 4

Spanish taught | was taught in this language school.  

Picasso's painting and drawing was sold | were sold in the auction.  were sold

The band’s best songs were played | played at the concert.  were played

I was sent an email. | An email was sent to me.  I was sent an email.

This photo was taken by | with my smartphone.  with

The sculptures were stolen | were stealed yesterday.  were stolen

The dinner cooked | was cooked too late.  was cooked

The chance was given to me | I was given the chance by my friend.  I was given the chance

Some information were translated | was translated into French.  was translated

Pyramids built | were built by Egyptian pharaohs.  were built

Jeans was invented | were invented in the 19th century.  were invented

This huge machine was transported by | with plane.  by